
 



 “…dreamlike sounds conjured from iPads. Players conjured a fairyland melange of tingling tones. Fantastical and dreamlike…”  

Chang Tou Liang, Singapore 

 

“The rhythms and surprises, never where you expect them, took me on a great voyage! Casteels’ music truly manages to 

integrate the Western and Oriental spirit. Who can still make us dream nowadays?” 

Marie-France Dumolié, Paris 
 

Les Oiseaux ~ Bird Songs is a special and original multi-disciplinary concert that fuses music and 

photography into a single sensorial experience.  Award-winning French art photographer Florence Notté collaborates 

with renowned composer-conductor Dr. Robert Casteels in presenting a series of stunning and original photographs 

together with passionate and sensual music.  The dialogue between silent photography and sound is in turn moving, 

evocative and enthralling. 

 

PROGRAMME 

R. CASTEELS: Bird Songs 

M. RAVEL: Trois Beaux Oiseaux du Paradis (Three Beautiful Birds of Paradise) 

O. MESSIAEN: Le Merle Noir (The Blackbird) 

R. VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Flos Campi (Flower of the Field) 

C. JANEQUIN: Chant des Oiseaux (Song of the Birds) 

R. CASTEELS/H.Y. SEAH: Greed and Fear 

R. CASTEELS/H.Y. SEAH: Simple-X 

 

The first half of the programme features the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory Chamber Singers and comprises pieces 

inspired by birdsong, ranging from Renaissance French composer Clément Janequin’s catchy Chant des Oiseaux, an 

onomatopoeic vocal work imitating bird calls, to Casteels’ own Bird Songs that features genuine birdsong in urban, 

semi-urban, and jungle areas, recorded by Sutari Supari and the Nature Society (Singapore).  The audience is also taken 

on an emotional journey with Maurice Ravel’s poignant Trois Beaux Oiseaux du Paradis, Olivier Messiaen’s scintillating 

Le Merle Noir and Ralph Vaughan Williams’ sensuous masterpiece Flos Campi. 

The second half focuses on new technology.  Casteels collaborates with electro-acoustician Seah Huan Yuh to create 

two original pieces featuring the use of the iPads: Greed and Fear inspired by the stock market, as well as the fun 

interactive musical game Simple-X. 

 

Buy your tickets now through SISTIC Website: www.sistic.com.sg, SISTIC Hotline: (65) 6348 

5555 and SISTIC Authorized Agents islandwide. 
 

Ticket Pricing: $15, $22, $30 

 

Students/NSF/Senior Citizens: $11, $18, $26 

 

Early Bird: $11, $18, $26  

Early Bird for Students/NSF/Senior Citizens: $8, $15, $23 
*Early Bird Concessions are valid until 11

th
 September 2011 (not applicable for group bookings). 

 

Group Bookings of 10 or more: 10% off the standard price excluding the SISTIC booking fee 

 
This programme is eligible for the Tote Board Arts Grant subsidy. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

www.robertcasteels.com 

www.florencenotte.com 


